
The main problem with most of the people is, they form opinions 
based on the rules (lies) set by this biased society.  
 
These all ups and downs, concepts of hierarchies, pure-impure 
births, and what not happened because of few people who 
couldn’t digest the word equality. Because of this false imprinting 
and unawareness, most of the people blindly follow/followed 
whatever the few said and agreed with divisions. 
  
Without knowing the past and the truth many have criticized 
both the “ignored and depressed” classes and made fun of them, 
their appearance and birth in many ways.  
 
Even today most of the people assess one another based on ones 
birth than moral fiber. 
 
All I want to say is,  
They fought for this country, they fought for our bread. All you 
ask is the origin of their blood.  
 
Remember, GOD didn’t create differences these people did. 
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Hey!! How are you? 

Hope everything is fine on your side. 

Go on grab a seat …… Make yourself comfortable, because 
what you are going to listen might make you uncomfortable.

Don’t worry I’m not going to take much of your precious 
time. Keeping your busy schedule and dangerous diseases 
(RESTLESSNESS) in mind, I decided to finish my harangue 
as quickly as possible. I will try my best not to disappoint 
myself and irk you. 

Today, I’m here to address about a great land which speaks 
of universal brotherhood, integrity and peace. 

It is described as the largest democracy in the world where 
people fight with one another in the name of rights……It is 
that ignored great nation where people have the power to 
elect but do not have the authority to question. 

Its history begins with the birth of Indus or more from 
Harappan Civilization. 

According to archeologists, this civilization was well planned 
and built. Before the world (most of the civilizations) knew 
about proper housing structure and development, people in 
this land lived in cities with buildings, wide roads, and well 
developed drainage system, market and trade centers.

The one who knows the history will identify the nation 
I’m referring to, but for those who don’t know, the land,  
I mean the nation is called INDIA.
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India is one of the oldest civilizations in the world. It is 
because of India and Indians the world got introduced to 
many interesting things like Ayurveda (the earliest school of 
medicine), Yoga, Surgery, Usage of anesthesia, the game of 
Chess, Snakes and Ladder, and the most hated mathematics 
topics like Number system, Algebra, Trigonometry and 
Calculus too come from this land. 

Some say, History ( past), present and future plans tell how 
great a country was, is and will be. 

So, based on India’s past we can say how great India is/was. 

India’s past was the reason why the world knows it for its 
greatness and, that greatness was the reason why strangers 
entered this country in the name of trade and looted in the 
name of tax.

Leave the past, why speak about something the whole 
world knows. Few people might say I’m exaggerating but, 
all I can say is, India is an amazing country and there is 
no better way to express my love than speaking about its 
prominence. 

Instead of speaking about ancient times and greatness why 
don’t we discuss about the present achievements - THE 
HAPPENING. 

Looking at your expressions I can say you all are proud of 
THE HAPPENING but, as a presenter it is my duty to put 
forward all the points that make each and everyone proud. 
It is my duty to walk you through the success colonnade 
through my words.

According to few reports (national and international ), Seventy 
years since independence, India has achieved a landmark in 
agricultural revolution that has transformed the nation from 
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chronic dependence on grain imports to a global agricultural 
powerhouse, which is now a net exporter. Life expectancy 
in India has doubled, literacy rates have increased, health 
conditions have improved, and the middle class sections 
have emerged……These reports also mentioned that India 
will soon have the largest and youngest workforce in the 
world. 

Amazing isn’t it. 

With so many achievements in such a short period of time 
(compared to many nations) India looks to be the center point 
for growth and development. 

Most of the politicians proudly quote “India is now home 
to globally recognized organizations in Pharmaceutical 
sector, Steel, Information and Technology, Space 
technologies, and much more” because they know without 
them and their vision this nation would never see growth.

Apart from these technological and infrastructure develop-
ments, these politicians worked hard in safeguarding the 
pride of India i.e. CULTURE and TRADITIONS. 

(People clapping)

Have some respect for your politicians and political parties 
which administered India during this period. Claps are not 
enough. They need a standing ovation. Without them and 
their parties these amazing achievements wouldn’t have 
been possible. 

If you would have known how hard they worked (day and 
night) to safeguard the pride of this nation you wouldn’t 
have just clapped. 
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Okay let’s just leave it.

In their reign everything about India was and is amazing.

Be it, 

Rich History, Cultural Heritage, Amazing Traditions, 
Lifestyle, Natural wonders and Manmade wonders like 
Poverty, Inequality, Corruption, Child labor, Child marriages, 
Caste system issues, Illiteracy, Gender inequality, Dowry 
System, Alcoholism, Environmental degradation, Government 
leadership scams, Black money, Health and much more like 
these make India an amazing country. 

WHAT……What is with that look?

Did I say anything wrong? You want me to go with the 
reports.

I don’t say the reports are false, at the same time I don’t 
say it is the truth, because, as the days passed I understood, 
“EVERYTHING WE HEAR IS AN OPINION……
NOT THE FACT AND EVERYTHING WE SEE IS A 
PERSPECTIVE……NOT THE TRUTH”. 

When we think about these issues and wonder “who are the 
people behind these men made wonders?” 

We immediately conclude in bold and capital – POLITI-
CIANS AND THEIR POOR ADMINISTRATION is 
the reason behind these issues and they are accountable for 
all wrongs.

Well, to a certain extent you may be right but, the moment 
you get to know the actual reason behind this condition of 
the nation, you will be surprised. You will be surprised to 
such an extent it will make you bow your head of shame.
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Trust me. My answer might not be that convincing to few 
but still, WHO CARES when this great nation is in pain.

Okay, the award for most important persons behind these 
problems and present messy state of this great nation goes 
to……
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YOU …… And I can proudly say this in bold and capital.

My ignorant and great citizens of this country it is because 
of YOU the nation is suffering. You are solely responsible 
for all the above-mentioned issues and the present state of 
this great nation. 

The one listening to the speech, you are to be blamed and the 
politicians who are sitting on the dais are also to be blamed. 

Neither they nor YOU have ever questioned about 
anything……Your unquestionable behavior or you can 
say “IGNORANCE” became the power for the corrupt 
politicians who are looting this nation. 

Let me remind you once again so that you will imprint my 
words in your think minds i.e. it is because your ignorance 
this great nation is given names.

Have you ever thought why the world still considers India 
a poor and developing nation, when it shared so much 
knowledge with this humankind? 

Why is it that, even after achieving so many miracles in the 
field of farming India has to witness a farmer’s death? 

Why there are so many young unemployed youths, when 
there are so many investments coming to India in the name 
of job creations? 

Why young brilliant brains are leaving the country disap-
pointed (please don’t blame social group system and reservations 
for this).
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Why people from villages move/migrate to towns and cities 
when your national heroes considered reconstruction of 
villages is the form of rebuilding the nation?

Why are poor still poor? What happened to the grants that 
have been announced for the development and equality status?

Why a child dies of expired and faulty medication when 
pharmaceutical companies are given grants to set up their 
manufacturing plants here in this land?

Even after seventy years of Independence and self 
governance why we still have the worst living conditions. 

Have you ever questioned your favorite politician, when 
he/she says, “it is because of them and their party India is 
growing”, when all the scams and wrongs were happening 
in their reign? 

Not just these, there are many more problems and questions 
unattended and unanswered because, your favorite politi-
cians are busy building their lives and you are busy with 
your lies. 

YOU smart people think your responsibility has ended 
once you have elected a politician or people’s representative. 
You think it is his/her duty to take care of everything. 

Well, this laid back attitude would be correct if a leader was 
leading this country, not a corrupt politician. Don’t forget 
you are in a democracy where a person has the right to 
question the good and the bad.

You who are ignorant might ask me, “What is the difference 
between a leader and a politician”?
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All I can say is, “Gone are those days when politicians and 
leaders were same”. Only few good hearts have managed to 
survive in this hustle & bustle with a gut feeling that someday 
they will achieve the dream of seeing a great nation.

A true leader leads the country, listens to people, understands 
people’s needs and fights for their rights and a better society. 
Whereas politician acts like a leader who focuses on power 
and makes fake promises and missions which fill his/her  
own plate. 

These con-politicians are so narrow minded that they believe 
in social ladder than growth ladder……They speak about 
their vision of development and you smart citizens, by 
focusing on money, social group, locality feeling and what not 
have built an unbreakable wall against your own progress. 

You know they are corrupt, You know they are taking away 
your basic rights and you still vote for them, fight for them 
and love them because, he/she belongs to your social group 
or he/she is wealthy.

I know these kinds of questions might be routine like your 
ignoring behavior. These questions and my answers might 
irritate few but, what should I do. I’m just showing you the 
mirror so that you can see what you have done to this great 
nation. 

I already said I’m a presenter. It is my duty to walk you 
through the success colonnade through my words. I’m just 
showing you your and your politician’s success.

If you don’t mind me saying,

You are living a life of filth because of your blind trust. It 
is because of your ignorance and trusts in these wolves you 
and this great nation is suffering.
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Didn’t your conscious ever tell you, you have been following 
and idolizing the wrong by standing against the good that is 
trying to help you?

Ooh! S#!#...... I’m sorry. I forgot you ignorant love these 
kinds of wolves and humbugs. 

I can understand your problem. Without them who would 
bribe you with money and alcohol in the name of fun fund. 

I apologize once again, I really forgot you love and believe 
in people who fake. 

What!! …… Why are you laughing?

You technologically smart and intelligent people put your 
belief in these wolves and criticized the leaders with a vision 
who were/are trying to improve the nation’s condition and 
get back its lost glory. 

You have insulted them and called them thieves by standing 
behind the real thieves.

Nevertheless, I must appreciate your ignorance. It is because 
of your ignorance one good is happening in this country. 

Even after criticism and opposition from you and your 
politicians, a leader among leaders has taken birth to clean 
the dirty hands. 

You can criticize him, insult him and even kill him. 

He is so obstinate he will not back-off until the fate of this 
great nation changes. In future by supporting this kind of 
leader (who has risen) you will not only build the nation, you 
will be helping yourself in securing a good life. 
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Keeping your ignoring behavior in mind, I feel it is time I 
remind you few good lines said by the true great leader of 
this nation i.e.

India is my country.
All Indians are my brothers and sisters.
I love my country, and I am proud of its  
rich and varied heritage.
I shall always strive to be worthy of it.
I shall respect my parents, teachers and  
all elders and treat everyone with  
courtesy.
To my country and my people, I pledge  
my devotion.
In their well being and prosperity alone  
lies my happiness.

I hope you understood what it means, but let me stress on 
last point. 

You became so busy and blinded with your lives and lies, 
you neglected the fact that your lives grow with the growth 
of the nation. 

YOU PROSPER WHEN THE NATION PROSPERS.

You ignored this small point and started to focus on small 
happinesses. 

You completely forgot about the development plans allocated 
to you and your neighborhood for better living.

Okay……cool. I can see. I can see how serious you are.

For the first time, I don’t know why I’m feeling weird. I feel 
like I have expressed my feelings at the wrong venue. I feel 
embarrassed looking at you……
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Let me get straight to the point for which I have been invited.

Today on this auspicious day, I don’t want much from you. 
I just want you to devote few minutes of your precious time 
in analyzing what is right and what is wrong when it comes 
to the nation. The day you start analyzing and acting than 
just sitting on your couch, you can achieve the growth what 
you and your late great leaders have visioned. 

QUESTION FOR GOOD AND QUESTION THE 
BAD. 

Educate people, bring awareness and agitate for what is right. 
Organize groups and spread a message about development 
and change rather than social ladder and status.

I know this change is difficult for you but, trust me this 
decision will change yours and your nation’s fate. 

Once you start questioning for good, you will love the con-
fused and blank look on your corrupt politician’s faces….. 
I guarantee it.

In this huge crowd I can see few angry faces (the hardcore 
lovers of politicians and political parties), I know you want to 
kick my @SS but ……let us just leave it there. I don’t want 
to complicate things. 

You hardcore lovers might feel I’m frustrated or some kind 
of complainer who points out negatives than looking at the 
positives what your favorites have achieved. 

Well, why look at the positives which are already taken care 
off when we have hundreds of minuses left unattended in 
those positives as well.

IT IS TIME WE RISE …… Hmmm, I get it. I can see……
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I can see you people are slowly going into the drowsy moods. 
I guess my speech is not that interesting. 

Oops, I’m sorry again. I keep on repeating these mistakes. 

I keep forgetting that you all are so used to false imagery 
and fake promising speeches. 

I forgot you believe in the people and parties who make a 
dialogue in the morning at night. You idolize the politicians 
who make policies, cough and don’t act. Like the ones sitting 
on this dais. 

So keeping your swinging moods in mind I would like stop 
by saying something.

O powerful citizens of democracy

We are in the age of opinionated hypocrisy.

“IT IS TIME” they said, we need to realize,

The reality is,

Wolves are the same in a better disguise.

Reality is a seed planted across your need

They never change even if you bleed.

Don’t live life with a midnight pray

Hoping it to pass, just like any other day.
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All I’m saying is know the difference between a sheep and a 
wolf dressed as sheep.

I hope my speech will bring change in at least few because I 
don’t think this will bring any change in the politicians who 
are sitting on the dais thinking how to loot you and turn this 
meeting into another political controversy. 

What ever may be the case, finally it is all up to you whom 
you want to support. My only advice is, before supporting 
think about “what is good and what is bad” and “who is 
good and who is bad” when it comes to the nation because 
you prosper when the nation prospers.

Thank you.

Politicians’ hatao, desh bachao (Remove politicians to save the 
Nation) ……
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Uhhhhh!! That was tiring…… I had to strain my vocal 
chords for these thick heads.

Do you know how hard it is to inspire and motivate a half 
awake nation? 

They know what’s wrong and right but only choose to hear 
and see what they want and respond to what they like. They 
all behave like few opinioned biased mediums……

With a hope that this thick heads will change someday, these 
poor and motivated leaders invite me and ask me to give a 
stirring speech. They think these kinds of speeches will bring 
change in people and they will unite for a better society.

Immature thinking isn’t it. 

How can I achieve this task what their great leaders and 
visionaries couldn’t attain? 

Leave me, not once these good hearts thought, how they can 
achieve something so huge and holy task of unity and change 
in a generation where their voters support the ones with 
maximum facebook, twitter and instagram following and 
money, than a person with gallant image of good intentions. 

I always say to these poor motivated leaders, 

In a nation like India that lives with a notion. Presentation 
and Heroic image works …… Not speeches.

No I’m not a pessimist nor am I filled with negative 
thoughts. I have seen and interacted with people who don’t 
like change, who love to be associated with words like poor 
developing nation and who feels excited when people from 
around the world call the great land, the land of mysteries 
than a developed nation. 
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All I’m saying is ……

OO S#*#, I’m sorry. 

I was so into this frame of mind I forgot to ask you the 
important question.

Erase everything what I have said before.

So tell me, what motivated you to pick this 
book? 

Is it the title or the curiosity to see WHO AM I?

Because, these kinds of books don’t just land in anyone’s 
hand unless and until FATE and TIME decide.

If you are holding this book and reading, it means you are 
something special.
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I know what I said before might look like I’m writing this 
to make it look obvious or just to create interest in you but 
the truth is, 

Few years back I met the person behind the book in the 
same manner. I introduced myself to him using one of my 
forms in 2009. 

At first he too acted strangely like you. He behaved as if I 
was making it up just to create interest, but once we started 
sharing our views we became good friends. 

Okay, let me clear one thing before we go to the next step. 

I’M TRYING TO CONNECT WITH YOU.

This book is one of my sources/forms or you can say image. 
The author is just a mediator between us. That’s it.

And

Trust me ……“I’m not saying this to create curiosity”. 

I already said,

“if you are holding this book and reading it, it means you are 
something special”. 

If you still think this is some kind of a joke or a gimmick/
attention-grabber stunt you can place the book back from 
where you have picked. 

I’ll assume you do not have what it takes to stand with me.
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Thank you for not placing me back. 

You might be wondering who I am and what is going on? 

Well, Please be patient, all will be revealed soon. 

For now, all I can say is, I have been waiting for almost 
seven decades  for the one who can raise me from the 
remains. 

But first, before we start, let me introduce myself instead of 
speaking about all the unwanted things that doesn’t fall in 
your line. Let me see if you can identify me……
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When I sat, I was alone

When I stood, I was a group

When I walked, I turned into a mass

When I spoke, I changed into a crowd

And

When I raised my voice I transformed into a movement.

I side with the lords, I side with the labor. 

I see no difference in them as I am the source of all.

I saw the greedy, I saw the blood. 

I stood for the needy and fought for their bread.

I grew up in Marx’s words and fought with Che in his fight.

I walked with Gandhi in his marches and stood with 
Muammar in his might.

I starved with the students of Osmania and rose in KCR’s 
words.

I gained respect in the strong and powerful women’s voice 
who gathered for their rights on roads.

Who am I?
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I am eternal and ubiquitous.

WHEN CRUELTY, DISCRIMINATION, 
OPPRESSION, AND ATROCITY BECOMES A FACT,

“I” BECOMES THE RIGHT AND  
“I” BECOMES RIGHT.

My existence dates before the prehistoric Mesopotamia but 
people got to know about me once the print spread around 
the world.

For a long time, many influential have expressed openly 
about me and how I was the cause for a lot of diverse and 
successful events in history. 

I show my gratitude to the great authors and poets who 
have described me magnificently in their point of views. 
Without them, I would have been lost in history. They knew 
if I wouldn’t have stood with your leaders you would still 
live a life of misery.

Reader, I don’t know if you will believe my words or not. 
I taught your leaders how to rise from the ashes of failure.

Not only your leaders, I fought, stood and inspired many 
greats from around the world. 

Most of the political and social events/causes and changes 
in this world have started and ended because of me. It is I, 
because of whom the greatest of great empires have fallen to 
dust and great leaders rose to give hope.

Kings, politicians, leaders, and countries have built their 
foundations on my back. 
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For hundreds and thousands of years, I have been part  
of many historical events and few tragedies. It was because 
of their intentions history has credited me for all its good 
and bad. 

During this phase, I have seen blood, I have seen victory, I 
have seen peace and I have seen failure. After all this, I have 
never lost my vision and I have always been the source of 
hope. 

I guess it was the 14th century when I interacted with 
people after a long time in the sense of representing the 
abrupt change in social order. 

Then I got involved into politics in the year 1688 in the 
disruption of the replacement of James II with William III. 

I was the reason for the Reformation Iconoclasm in Zurich 
(1523), Copenhagen (1530), Scotland (1559) and many 
more places in and around Europe. 

I was the reason behind the death of poor farmers in 
Germany (1500’s). Because of me thousands and lakhs of 
farmers were slaughtered during the German Peasants war. 
At first, I couldn’t survive their intense opposition, but later 
with the support of the people I grew up to become Europe’s 
largest and widespread popular uprising (the 1700’s). 

I stood by the Americans in the American war of 
Independence (the 1700’s) and I was the cause of the decline 
of powerful monarchs and the rise of Democracy in France 
in 1700’s. 

Be it Spanish American wars of Independence or the 
Céspedes declaration of Cuban Independence or walking 
with the Mahatma Gandhi against the British Raj or 
discussing with young Hitler at his teenage, I was there at 
all times. 
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At first, they all feared me but, as the time passed they 
understood my importance.

I don’t blame them for this because at times I turn violent 
and sometimes I follow the path of peace. It all depends on 
how they want to project me and how they nurture me. Past, 
present or future, I was, I am and I will be the reason behind 
success, failure and every major event that will happen on 
this earth. 

Americans, Chinese, Cubans, Russians, Indians or Libyans 
or the matter of fact every living person on this planet needs 
me at one point of time or the other. 

Most of them prefer not to associate with me because of their 
personal reasons but I’m sure one day they will understand 
my importance like how the leaders of this world did.

Over the years, the ones associated with me, asked me a 
question to which most of them couldn’t find the answer, till 
date. The question is, 

“HOW I MANAGE TO BE EVERYWHERE”?

All these years, whenever anyone questioned me about 
my existence and how I manage to be everywhere, I just 
smiled and left. I didn’t feel it was that important to disclose 
my covert but now, I think it is the time I reveal my secret 
through this book.

Reader, all you need to know about me is, 

I can take birth/rebirth in the brain (conscious), come out in 
the form of an imagination, words, songs, and an object or  
I can introduce myself to you in the form of a person. 
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I can be an idea or an ideology, I can be a line or a sign or I 
can be the person who is sitting next to you with a glass of 
wine. 

I motivate people by taking forms in many forms. Some call 
me savior, some call me inspiration, some call me friend and 
some call me supernatural.

I have the power to take birth in form of hundreds of images 
at once. 

At times you can find me in a kid’s play and another moment 
you will see me fighting for someone. It all depends on the 
situation. 

Like today, I took birth in the form of this book to speak 
with YOU and at the same time, I took birth in the form a 
girl in a small town who will be fighting for women’s rights 
in near future. 

To be more precise, I reside in each and every human 
being. I come out when fate and time decides. Till then I’m 
invincible.

Coming to my images/forms and how they work.

I am the origin of the cause and the rest will be taken care 
by my images. 

Wherever, cruelty, discrimination, oppression, and atrocity 
take birth in this world, I take birth in one or the other 
forms/images.

My images will have complete knowledge of that particular 
event and cause. They work as an inspiration to the people 
who choose to stand with me. 
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During this phase my images not only act as a source of 
hope to the leaders they also act as my cameras/eyes and 
ears and also voice.

At the end of time or anytime during the event, if I wish to 
see what is happening, I go back in moment with help of 
FATE and TIME, and witness what exactly has happened/
happening.

What I mean is, 

Let’s say…… 

If I’m participating in an uprising in India i.e. in Hyderabad 
Central University and I wish to see what is happening 
in Egypt’s Tharir square, I just ask TIME and FATE to 
connect me with one of the images present in Egypt. In this 
way I will know what is happening there in Egypt and what 
kind of motivation or inspiration is required. 

It’s more like CCTV cameras and control room where you 
can see the live feed sitting in the control room and also 
record for later purposes. 

In simple words, 

My images are my CCTV cameras, I am the control room, 
TIME is the connection and FATE is the boss.

Sometimes or let us say in few extraordinary cases, if 
I fail or if I miss to connect with my images because of 
miscommunication (technical errors in CCTV) between FATE 
and TIME or pressure of work, I just stay calm. Instead of 
shouting at my Boss FATE, I go back and try to rectify what 
the problem was or is with help of FATE and HIM.
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You will understand more clearly how I work with images 
and form once you start knowing me or observing me.

For example

My latest existence can be witnessed from the NEWS 
papers, NEWS channels or by using the World Wide Web. 
It’s only that you have to have an eye to spot me. 

Occupy Wall Street movement, or the Mass protest in Tharir 
Square-Egypt or the Telangana movement or standing 
with the all-powerful women for their rights or sitting with 
our veterans for their privileges and the recent Jallikattu 
movement in Tamil Nadu. 

Only the names have changed but my core remains same. 

Before I associate with anyone, I make sure I clear one thing 
i.e. Does he/she have the moral fiber to accept me, cherish 
me, stand with me and have the guts to handle me? 

One word and one step and I will be there with them (you) 
till the end of time. 

Associating with me is not a difficult task at all, standing and 
moving forward is. 

Today, Out of all my sources and images/forms, I and FATE 
chose this author and this image (book) to speak to you about 
the “Ignored”. 

FATE knows I feel bad when I narrate the story of the 
ignored because, it leaves me in pain. It reminds me of my 
failure. 
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I was/am ready to take any amount of pain just to see their 
pain disappear, but……I failed. 

Though I managed to ring the correct bells I don’t know 
why I couldn’t achieve the desired. I failed because of 
miscommunication.

Reader, before starting I would like to ask YOU three 
questions,

•  How do you feel when a person ignores you?

•   How do you feel when your group of friends ignores 
you?

Now tell me,
•   How do you feel when the whole world ignores you?

You feel bad right.

Out of my personal observations along the time I have seen 
how a person feels when he/she is ignored. 

They feel like no one needs them. Negative thoughts take 
over them and don’t mind me saying this. Some poor  
good souls feel like hurting themselves. They feel like 
committing …… I’m sorry I cannot use the word.

You might be wondering why I’m asking you these silly 
questions and making you uncomfortable.

Well, For YOU these questions might be silly but, for the 
two “IGNORED AND DEPRESSED” classes that have 
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been ignored from almost the birth of this human race is 
much more than just a silly question. 

It is the matter of SURVIVAL, IDENTITY, and SELF-
RESPECT. 

By the way, do you know there are two types of “ignored 
and depressed” classes apart from this ignored nation? 

The matter fact, the first one exists not only in this nation 
but the whole wide world. 

The history of the “Ignored and depressed” starts from the 
beginning of the whole thing…… 
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